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ABSTRACT 
Let 4Y” he the group of the unitary n X n matrices. Let A be a complex n X n 
matrix and C=diag(y,,..., yn),~=(yl,...,yn)T~C”.Somepropertiesoftheset 
A,(A)= {det(C+UAU*):U6’+Y”) 
are established, and certain analogies between A,(A) and the c-numerical range 
W,(A) of A are investigated. 
Let -M.(C) and %,, denote the sets of all n x n complex and unitary 
matrices, respectively. 
Let A and C be fixed matrices in J,(C). Consider the set 
A,(A) = {det(A + UCU*): U E G?,,}. 0) 
This notation has been chosen aiming at emphasizing a certain analogy 
between this set and 
W,(A)= {tr(CU*AU):UE%‘,}, 
called the C-numerical range of A. We recall that when C = diag(y,, . . . , y,), 
W,(A)isdenotedby W,(A),where ~=(y,,...,y,)~~c” [if ~=(1,0,...,0)~, 
then W,(A) is the well-known classical numerical range, usually denoted by 
W(A)]. Also A,(A) will be denoted by AC(A) when C=diag(y,,...,y,). 
Because A,(A) is the range of a function from a,, to C, A,-(A) may be 
considered a variation on the concept of numerical range. In fact, a certain 
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parallelism exists between the two situations. For instance, we shall find for 
A.(A) similar (dual) results to the corresponding topics on the generalized 
numerical range W,(A) (such as nondifferentiability of boundary points, 
elliptical range theorems, etc.). Sometimes, the two sets have exactly the same 
properties. Indeed, A,( A) and W,(A) are compact and connected subsets of 
C, and A& A) and W,(A) are invariant under unitary similarities of A or C. 
In this note C is a normal matrix with eigenvalues yr,. . . , yn. Therefore, 
without loss of generality, we can take it in the form C = diag(y,, . . . , y,). Let 
aj, j = l,..., n, be the eigenvalues of A. It is easily seen that the points 
zo= ii ("j+Yo(j))' DE&, 
j=l 
S, the symmetric group of degree n, belong to A,(A). These points will be 
called u-points. 
In [l] some results concerning A&A) have been obtained in the particular 
case of A and C normal matrices. M. Fiedler [4] characterized A,.(A) 
completely for A and C hermitian matrices. In this case 
AAA)=[ ~ ~ ] minz,,maxz, , UES,. 
Also, if C = diag(l,O, . . . ,O), then (1) reduces to 
A,(A) = det(A)+ (det[(Auj,ul)],“: u,,...,u,orthonormalvectors), 
where uj denotes the jth column of U E en. This problem was considered in 
[3] by K. Fan in a particular case. 
The elliptical range theorem concerning W(A) is well known. We state it 
as a lemma before presenting an analogous result valid for A,(A). 
LEMMA 1 (Elliptical range theorem, Mumaghan [6] (1932)). Zf 
A= *o’ a”, E/%$(C), [ 1 
then W(A) is an elliptical disk with foci a1 and a2 and minor axis of length 
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THEOREM 1 [Elliptical range theorem for A,( A)]. Let C = diag(l,O). If 
A= “0’ z2 E.M~(C), [ 1 
then A,( A) is an elliptical disk (possibly degenerate) with foci 
a,O+ aA 4 + 4 
(u-points), and minor axis of length 
14. 
Proof. Let U = ( ujl) E @‘z be such that 
Q = arg(u,,ii,,), 0<(9<2m. 
By easy computations we obtain 
A,( A) = ala2 + ( azX + (Y~( 1 - A) - ae-“/~ : 
O<h<1,0<@<271} =cu,c~+W(A). 
Now the theorem follows from Mumaghan’s theorem. n 
COROLLARY 1. If C = diagty,,y,) ad 
A= “0’ a”, cH2(C), 
[ 1 
then A,(A) is an elliptical disk with foci 
6% + Ydb2 + Y2)7 (%+Yz)(~,+Yd 
and minor axis 
I4 lu1- Y2L 
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Proof If yi = ys = y, then A,(A) reduces trivially to the point ((hi + 
y)(cy, + y). Hence, suppose now that yi # ys. Since 
where c’ = (l,O)r, we have 
C’= diag(l,O), 
A’ z 
Y1- Y2 Yl - Y2 1 
a2 + Y2 
0 ~ ., ~ ., I
"l+Yz a ___ - 
1 
> 
L r1- r2 
and the Corollary follows from Theorem 1. n 
REMARK 1. Since every complex matrix is unitarily similar to an upper 
triangular matrix, Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 treat, in fact, the general 2X2 
cases. 
As a consequence of these results A,( A) is a convex set in the 2 X 2 case. 
Does this result remain true for n > 3? 
REMARK 2. We observe that there is a clear analogy between Corollary 1 
and a similar (dual) result, due to Goldberg and Straus [5], concerning W,(A) 
for A E AZ(C) and C = diag(y,,y,), where (yi,y2)r E C2. 
COROLLARY 2. ZfC=diag(y,,...,y,), YjECP j=l,..*~i~ ad 
a1 * 
A= ‘.. 
[ 1 EM”(C), 0 a” 
then 
{det(A+(U2@Z,_,)C(U2@Z,_,)*):U2~@’,} CA,(A) (2) 
is an elliptical disk. 
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Proof. Since 
det(A+(U,@Z,_,)C(U,@Z,_,)*) 
where A [ 12 1121 is the principal submatrix of A obtained by deleting in A the 
last n - 2 rows and columns, this corollary is a consequence of the previous 
one. n 
Other regions contained in A&A), for A in Schur’s form, may be obtained 
in an analogous way taking in (2) P,P~,j,.(,,,(U,~Z,~,)P~Tj,.(,h,P,T instead 
of U2@Zn_s, where PO = [6jochJ, u ES,, and Pcljj.c2hj is the permutation 
matrix associated with u = (lj) 0 (2h) E S,. Such regions are clearly elliptical 
disks with foci 
and minor axis 
We have just proved 
COROLLARY 3. Let 
A= 
Zf yOcj, # y,c,,, and ajh Z 0, j < h, then z, and z,.(jh) are interior points 
of A,(A). 
A partial converse of this corollary will be presented in Corollary 4. 
We now proceed to the investigation of a certain kind of nondifferentiable 
points of the boundary aA, of A,(A). 
DEFINITION 1. We call z E aA,__ A) a comer if there exists a ball, B( z, E), 
with center at z and radius E, such that B(z,E) n A,(A), for E > 0 sufficiently 
small, is contained in a sector limited by two straight lines intersecting at z 
and defining an angle strictly smaller that T. 
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Theorem 2 identifies comers (with only one possible exception). Firstly 
we state the following lemma, which has been obtained in [4]. 
LEMMAS. Let P and Q be n x n complex matrices with P nonsingular. 
Then for any E sufficiently s-mull in modulus, 
THEOREM 2. Let A, C E M,,(C), where 
and let z E ah,(A). Zf z # 0 is a corner, then z is a u-point. 
Proof. Let z = det(C + UAU*) = det(C + A,). We consider Z(E) = 
det(C + ei”SA,e-i’S), where E is real and S hermitian. Since eieS = I + i&S 
- $32 + . . . , we easily obtain from Lemma 2 the following expansion for 
z(E): 
valid for det(C + A,) # 0. By the same argument used in the proof of 
Theorem 4 of [ 11, we can show that if z = det(C + A,) # 0 is a comer, then 
tr((C + A,)- ‘[S, A,]) = 0 for any hermitian S. Therefore 
[A,,(c+ A,)-'] =o. 
Hence 
[ A,,C] = 0. 
Let 
y1= ... =y,,, 
Y m*+l= -** = Y m2’ 
Y,,+ ... +m,_,+1= * *. = Lp 
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be the p distinct complex numbers in C = diag(y,, . . . , y,). Then 
A,=A,@ ... @A,, 
where Ai is mi X m,, i = 1,. . . , p. 
Let Vi,. . . , Up be unitary matrices such that 
U;A,U,=T,,..., U,*A ,JJ, = Tp , 
where T1,..., Tp are upper triangular matrices. It is obvious that 
V=tJ,@ ... aJ,E~” 
and 
(3) 




z= l/i (Yj+am(j)) 
j=l 
for some u E S,, which proves the theorem. n 
REMARK 3. An analogous result for W,(A), C = diag(yi, . . . , y,), c = 
(Y i,. . . , y,,)r, and A E J,(C) has been obtained in [2]. 
In the proof of the last theorem we have shown that if there exists at least 
one corner in aA,( A), then A, = U *A U is unitarily similar to the direct sum 
(3), where the dimensions of the blocks are given by the multiplicities of the 
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yJ’s. The following corollary is an immediate consequence of this: 
COROLLARY 4. Let C be a norm& matrix with all the eigenvalues 
distinct. Zf there exists at least one corner in aA,( then A is necessarily a 
normu matrix. 
This paper is part of my doctoral dissertation written under the supervi- 
sion of Professor G. N. de Oliveira. 
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